Is Socioeconomic Status Predictive of Postoperative Results in Carpal Tunnel Release Surgery?
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Introduction
•

•

•

Carpal tunnel syndrome is the most prevalent nerve entrapment condition worldwide.
Diagnosis often requires physical exam, electromyography and nerve conduction
studies. The most common form of treatment is carpal tunnel release, with the literature
estimating a success rate of 75-90%.

Comparing proportions of improved vs not
improved in the Carelink/Medicaid group vs
those who had commercial insurance (p =
.0021).

•
•
•

The two-point discrimination test, measured along the median nerve, is a valid method
of measuring starting characteristics and likelihood of improvement in carpal tunnel
surgery candidates

•

Many conditions have found to be correlated with carpal tunnel surgery release
outcomes. Such conditions include a history of drinking, tobacco and or illicit drug use.
However, an analysis of two-point score before the operation and after with respect to
Socioeconomic Status (SES) as a related factor has yet to be investigated. In this study
we seek to rectify this gap in knowledge.

•

Of the 125 patients who met the inclusion criteria 47 (37.6%) had Medicaid or CareLink
and 79 (62.4%) had commercial insurance.
Medicaid/CareLink patients presented with higher two-point discrimination on initial
presentation (p < .001).
Compared to commercial insurance, Medicaid/CareLink patients were less likely to show
improvement in postoperative two-point discrimination (p < 0.001).
• Medicaid or Carelink patients had a 8.67 times increased odds of not showing
improvement in postoperative two-point discrimination (p < 0.001)
In addition, male patients were also less likely to show improvement.
• Females had 6.71 times increased odds of showing improvement when compared
to men (p < 0.001)
Medical comorbidities and an age greater than 60 were not shown to have a significant
effect on postoperative improvement in two-point discrimination.

Conclusion
•
•

Two-point discrimination is an accepted tool in assessing postoperative success.
Medical comorbidities and insurance status have been demonstrated to have an effect surgical
outcome in the orthopaedic literature.
• While medical comorbidities did not have a significant effect on postoperative two point in the
current study, patients with low-income status (Medicaid/CareLink) may have a less predictable
outcome.
• These socioeconomic considerations are critical in appropriately risk stratifying surgical candidates
and counseling patients that tactile acuity may be less predictable
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